Simulation Simulation conditions.
Simulation was performed using commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. We used cylindrical Pt/NiO/Pt cells with the area of 10 m (large cell) and 100 nm (small cell) in diameter, as shown in Fig. S1 , where the dashed line was symmetry axis. A filament (FL) consisting of oxygen vacancies, V O 's, with the radius of 10 nm is located at the center. The memory cell was surrounded by 10 m thick air and temperature is fixed at 293 K at the edge of the air region. Vo concentration, n V , at the filament and out of the filament are shown in Table   S1 . We attempted to reset the large and small cells by applying a pulse voltage with the rising time and the pulse height of 1.8 s and 1.2 V, respectively (Fig. S2) . 
(7) Flux of Fick diffusion:  .
(8) Flux of Soret diffusion:
(10) Diffusion equation for V O transport:
All numeric values for parameters used in the simulation were summarized in Table S1 . Table S1 . Numeric values for parameters used in this study.
Parameters from measurements and assumptions.
To solve the heat equation (Equation (5)), electric conductivity, , thermal conductivity, k, thermal capacitance C p , and mass density ρ of the NiO memory layer including V O filament and
Pt electrodes have to be decided. Furthermore, n V also should be decided to solve equations for fluxes of Fick and Soret diffusion of V O (Equations (7) and (8)). 
Constants

Parameters of memory layer (NiO and V O filament).
V O concentration n V .
A filament in the NiO layer of a Pt/NiO/Pt structure is generally considered to be formed by V O 's.
This means that a filament is area where V O concentration, n V , is higher than surrounding area and the n V . We assumed that n V can change from the value of NiO before forming (minimum n V )
continuously to the value of completely V O -depleted NiO (maximum n V ). The maximum and minimum n V values were assumed to be 5.38 × 10 22 cm −3 and 10 cm −3 , respectively. The former and the latter correspond to n V values of completely V O -depleted NiO crystal and almost perfect NiO crystal, respectively.
Electric conductivity.
Electric conductivity of NiO is given by the Arrhenius equation (Equation (1)), where pre-factor  0 and activation energy for electric conduction E a . We assumed the n V dependences of  0 and 
Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity, k, was assumed to be linearly dependent on n V as shown in Fig. S5 . k increases from 71 Wm
, which is k of NiO, for the minimum n V linearly to 90.5 Wm
, which is k of Ni, for the maximum n V .
Isobaric specific heat capacity
Temperature dependence of isobaric specific heat capacity was estimated by interpolation and extrapolation of experimentally obtained C p values of NiO 3) shown by circles in Fig. S6 . The data was fit well to Equation (6) . Temperature dependence of isobaric specific heat capacity was estimated by interpolation and extrapolation using Equation (6) . The Arrhenius plot of the temperature dependence of r that was estimated by the relation of r = R ini ×S /d using R ini (T) in Fig. S4(a) , the cell area, S, of 150 m in diameter, and the NiO thickness, d, of 60 nm. Figure S6 . Experimental (circles) 3) and fitting results (line).
